BIOTEC Facials Pricelist

BIOTEC Line Eraser
A powerfully rejuvenating clinically proven facial treatment that effectively irons out wrinkles and fills out lines.
BENEFITS: Smoothes, Firms & Hydrates.

BIOTEC Firm-A-Lift
A ground-breaking blend of massage and sculpting galvanic technology for a contoured complexion that is remarkably lifted.
BENEFITS: Lifts, Sculpt & Contours.

BIOTEC Anti-Pigment Brightener
Tackle uneven skin tone and discolouration with a dynamic combination of brightening actives, an ultrasonic peel, and light therapy.
BENEFITS: Brightens, Balances & Hydrates.

BIOTEC Skin Resurfacer
For a refined, even skin tone, a revolutionary facial that uses an ultrasonic peel, massage and light therapy resulting in the smoothest skin imaginable.
BENEFITS: Smoothes, Balances & Detoxifies.

BIOTEC Radiance Renew
A powerful antidote for dull and tired skin, this cellular-boosting treatment targets sluggish complexions for radiant, visibly brighter skin.
BENEFITS: Brightens, Revitalises, Hydrates.

30mins - €45
60mins - €80
90mins - €100

30mins - €45
60mins - €75
90mins - €85

30mins - €45
60mins - €75
90mins - €95

30mins - €40
60mins - €70
90mins - €90
BIOTEC Blemish Control
Detox and repair damaged tissue with this thorough and deep cleansing facial leaving skin decongested and soothed.
BENEFITS: Calms, Repairs & Purifies.

BIOTEC Sensitive Skin Soother
Oxygen infusion and red light therapy improve the skin’s ability to repair itself.
BENEFITS: Calms, Soothes & Moisturises.

BIOTEC Super Charger for Men
A multi-tasking, time efficient solution for the male complexion.
BENEFITS: Hydrates, Energises & Cleanses.

BIOTEC Eye Treatment
Tighten the delicate eye area with targeted technology.
BENEFITS: Firms, Tightens & Hydrates.

BIOTEC Neck Treatment
Remind the muscle to firm up with microcurrent.
BENEFITS: Lifts, Firms & Smoothes.